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Characterisation of the plasma plume of an IAD plasma source by means of
optical emission spectroscopy
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A technology widely used in the industry for high quality coatings is plasma ion assisted

deposition (PIAD). In order to obtain high performance coatings energetic ions

(~100eV) are generated by a plasma source. The magnitude of ion current density

delivered to the substrate appears as a key parameter to influence the coating quality

such as low mechanical stress and temperature drift of the deposited layers.

The plasma source examined here is an APSpro which is commonly employed for

PIAD for large area substrates. It is a magnetised hot cathode DC glow-discharge

operated at low pressures of <10

-2

 mbar and can be considered as a point source

compared to the dimensions of the vacuum vessel (~1m

3

). At the open end of the

cylindrical arrangement of the source the plasma expands into the high vacuum (10

-4

mbar) in front of the substrates. This action is influenced by an imposed gas flow and

the diverging magnetic field at the end face of the surrounding coil. The distance

between the source and the substrate holder is in the order of 1m. While plasma

parameters have been measured at the position of the substrates, no detailed

information is available for the plasma plume. However, this area between the source

and the substrate is believed to contain valuable information on the processes which

govern the generation of fast particles which finally determine to a large extent the

quality of the coatings. The standard industrial-grade PIAD reactors grant only limited

access for plasma diagnostics. For the present study, two optical heads needed for

emission spectroscopy have been installed inside the vacuum vessel. While one head

is used to scan horizontal planes perpendicular to the source axis at arbitrary vertical

position, the second head is oriented parallel to the source axis towards the substrate

holder. This arrangement allows to obtain a 3D picture of emission of various spectral

lines by applying deconvolution techniques. The ability to provide estimates on line

ratios spatially resolved is a valuable guide for the assessment of plasma parameters.

The details of the spectra help to infer basic characteristics of the electron energy

distribution function.

This presentation describes the diagnostics used for optical emission spectroscopy and

discusses emission patterns found for different operating regimes of the plasma source.

In particular it addresses the feasibility of the spectroscopic approach to resolve the

properties of the plasma plume.
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